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Figure 4: Farm nutrient budget illustrating the directions of nutrient movement and its dependence on water flows.

and crop removal (Figure 4). All flows and nutrient where birds and fish enter the fields and greatly
concentrations can be measured, except for under- alter the nutrient pathways by eating and deposit-
ground seepage into the rock profile and lateral ing organic matter.
seepage to other farms or area canals. In cases,
seepage can be a major phenomenon affecting the tnt m l
ability to account for water volumes and, therefore, Selecting en to ample
nutrient budgets. Seepage volumes are best esti-
mated as the water that cannot be accounted for Drainage monitoring
after measuring all other inflows and outflows in- Selecting drainage events to sample poses ques-
cluding evapotranspiration which can be estimated tions that are not easily answered. One is not able
from pan evaporation. to predict the number and intensity of storms and

how much water will be pumped during each
The nutrient concentration to attribute to seep- month of the year. Collecting and analyzing

age is dependent on many complex physical and samples is expensive (Taylor et al., 1991), preclud-
chemical factors. Hence, rough estimates are ing the extensive monitoring of every drainage
made, or generally, seepage is simply ignored. In event of the year. The logistics of handling thou-
most cases in the EAA, the assumption that seep- sands of samples can be time consuming and con-
age is a minor element in the water and nutrient fusing. Sampling should, therefore, be kept to a
budgets is plausible. In other cases, it can be com- manageable level.
pletely erroneous. Generally, the larger the farm
area in relation to its length of boundaries along There are ways to minimize the sample collec-
major off-farm canals, the better the assumption. tion and analysis load. For example, samples can

be collected on preset time intervals throughout theThe intangibles include other sources or sinks of event. A few samples can then be selected for ini-
nutrients that could have major effects on the farm trial analysis while the others are preserved and
budget. A good example is the case of rice fields stored for future analysis if it is determined that
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